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ABSTRACT

Automated dispensing systems have been applied for maintaining medication safety, improving drug distribution, and reducing the risk of medication errors in different pharmacy practice. Automated dispensing machines maintain the balance of accessibility, stock control of medications, and protection which were the main features of a safe medication distribution system. It should be linked with medication review and regular patient counselling. Encourage the timely administration of drugs through expanding their access to patient care units and first-dose availability was improved in automated dispensing machines. Physicians allow treatment efficiently by providing convenient access to medications of critically ill patients for emergencies during and after pharmacy hours with automated dispensing machines. This investigation demonstrates that the nature of pharmacotherapy for patients with automated dose dispensing can be improved. This study highlights the impact of an automated dispensing system in primary healthcare, Automated Dispensing Cabinets, or, in an intensive care unit to reduce medication errors. Implementation of automated dispensing systems reduces dispensing errors and gives pharmacists more time to review patient profiles. It recommends that every patient with automatic dose dispensing ought to go through a careful medication review through prescribers and pharmacists. It concluded that the automatic drug dispensing focuses on the effect of a medication review in patients. The ideal recurrence for conducting medication reviews and follow-up will likely contrast between individual patients. Hence, it provides an insight data on medication safety based on the automated dispensing system in accordance with drug complications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous new technologies had been provided to the patients in order to renovating patient health safety which was the main principle in the hospital. To improve efficiency along with patient safety most widely utilized technology in the hospital setting i.e., automated drug dispensing technology used to decentralized the medication distribution systems accommodate dispensing, computer-controlled storage, as well as tracing of medications hence, approached as one of the potential machines.1 Dispensing machines permit storing the medication safely on patient care units, alongside with electronic tracking of the utilization of controlled and narcotics drugs.2,3

As this machine improves the effectiveness of medication distribution, however, their potentiality by minimizing the medication errors was debatable and also relies on various parameters like design and implementation of the system. In any case, it certainly gave the accompanying facts and sense to help our points that automated dispensing machines enhance patient welfare.4
Interestingly, automated machines maintain an excellent balance among stock control, safety, with accessibility, of medications, that were completely perceived like significant qualities of a healthy distribution arrangement. Result reports can be produced to recognize, maintain, and obstruct potential diversion. It utilizes the nursing work time by reducing the requirement for manual end-of-shift narcotic counts in inpatient care units.

To facilitate the efficiency and command of narcotics and different drugs in the working suite, an arrangement of automated dispensing machines was actualized, related to a 24-h interchange program stand for anesthesia trays. Now, respective anesthetists had finished the necessary preparation and, responsible for utilizing the cabinet for evacuation and to regulate the yield of narcotics and controlled medication during a medical procedure. Patient safety was improved along with the automated dispensing machines having mini-drawers, unlocked at most when the explicit prescription was chosen and, limits entry were given to choose the amounts and important clinical characteristics the potential to a lane and drug usage patterns were dynamically detected. By setting up clinical indicators, it had been executed for discharging the specified medicine.

Exemplifications of this approach i.e., Aprotinin, a protein-based drug directed through the infusion to stop the bleeding to diminish the requirement for transportation of blood in course of complicated medical procedures. This medication was costly, and, there were limitations in its utilization; in this, it was appropriate for testing the utilization of clinical markers. Doctors were approached to choose the particular sign for instant use, through on-screen during the trial, on any occasion; the aprotinin was withdrawn from the automated dispensing machine. It grants the pharmacy staff to detail the potentiality of the machine to lane consistently and to detect the use of aprotinin appropriateness and the after effects of following were accounted to the doctors. A like procedure for improving patient safety through authorizing the high-risk drug at relevant use. It expedited for accessing the patient care units by timely providing the medication and also enhances first-dose availability.

In emergency departments and intensive care units, it was particularly beneficial for those hospitals still in service of using floor stock system due to the need for immediate access and frequent dose changes. It grants the medical practitioner to diagnose ill patients who have critical conditions proficiently by giving helpful approaches to the medication for emergencies throughout the drug store time. It possesses single-entry drawer features that contain more tight authority through granting each medicine for examination at a time which had more chance to mix up the doses if more doses than required dispensed lead to arise and administrated resulting in decreasing the potential for administration errors. Dosages that had been regulated by automated dispensing machines followed inside the patient's outline, grant the pharmacists to retrieve the real-time, also for administered medication and their up-to-date data. The data was essential for changing treatment and, improving patient welfare. In inpatient units, including ICUs, the automated dispensing machine was interfaced with the pharmacy computer and consequently supports the clinical review of medicine before the administration instruct by the pharmacists, beyond the dosing practicality. The paragon and precise dosing combination analyzed through the pharmacist was a part of patient safety.

At last, it decreases pharmacist’s dispensing time, as stock administration was driven through the pre-built up at least, most extreme levels and, taken care of solely by pharmacy technicians. Therefore, a pharmacist has lots of opportunities to commit the coordinate to the patient consideration exercises and also patient care activities. Automated dose distribution was a complex dosing that help to gives patients robot-dispersed unit dose. Every medication planned stand for single dosing second is accumulated in drug disposable bags along with patient information data which include drug contents, and the date and time for intake. Automated dispensing was rife to be a motion to patients along with several likelihoods to unsuitable medication utilization however can't be viewed as a panacea for all such type of patients. For experimental reasons, firstly, not every dosage form such as powders, ointments; inhalers can be administered utilizing a distribution robot.

Then secondly, automated drug dispensing was not resolving improper drug utilization also alike clan it. It causes perpetual repeating farther the important re-examine of prescribed therapies. It was propounded that automatic dispensing must be along with regular patient counseling and medication review. The existent study aimed to check the impact of a community pharmacist-led medication review of DRPs in old age patients receiving their drugs through a automated dispensing system.

2. TYPES OF DISPENSING SYSTEM

The dispensing system in the hospital had been categorized into three plat forms that were elaborated through the figure. Hospital dispensing system include.

- Manual dispensing system
- Automated dispensing system
- Modified dispensing system
2.1 Manual Dispensing System

This system was composed of three important parameters like dispensing of drugs, returned unused medication, and stock management. The process of dispensing (figure 1) was going by screening the prescription through the head pharmacist, continued via a pharmacy technician. The pharmacist finally checked the accuracy before the final dispensing of medicine to an inpatient ward. And the lifted unused medication was managed by the pharmacy technician.

The pharmacist gave the decisive analysis ere the unit dose medicines delivers to the inpatient ward. When unused medications were returned from the ward recording, and checking the invoice of returned un-used medications was managed by a pharmacy technician.

The ADM system required a pharmacist to monitor the filling of medication into the machine the same as in the manual procedure. A pharmacy engineer was efficient for these duties. The ADM program could facilitate stock management by identifying the quantity, the expiration date of the medication, and no checking of inventory required in the ADM system.

2.2 Automated Dispensing System

The ADM system was also composed of the same three functions. For the dispensing process (Figure 2), a prescription was selected by a pharmacist and registered by a pharmacy technician. The same pharmacist verified it and transferred data onto the ADM for preparation. The ADM filled the medications in unit-dose packages. A label was automatically print and placed on each unit dose package.

The pharmacy technician cut the strip packaged medication prepared by the ADM for each patient and matched it. It with the prescription, and checked for the consistency of the dispensed unit dose.

2.3 The Modified Automated Dispensing System

This system was designed to enhance the efficacy of the ADM system for work load reduction. ADM was modified to cover 2 functions, inclusive dispensing, and stock management of medication. Return of unused medication was not allowed for the dispensing process. The final checking of the medication for accuracy before delivering, it to the inpatient ward was conducted by a pharmacy technician with no involvement of the pharmacist. Regarding stock management, the filling of medications into the ADM was managed by a pharmacy technician, who was individually liable for this step.
3. IMPACT OF AUTOMATING DRUG DISPENSING SYSTEM

Impact of Automated dose dispensing (ADD) in primary healthcare or nursing home

- In primary healthcare or nursing home, medicines were dispensed in unit-dose bags. It was reported that patients using automated dose dispensing service reduces the variation in the documentation of patient medication records and improves medication safety. It acts as a preventive intervention and focused on patients with a higher chance of medication errors, drug-related problems, and inappropriate drug use.

Impact of Automated Dispensing Cabinets

- Automated Dispensing Cabinets or automated dispensing machines or automated distribution devices have the most significant safety quality that the use of patient profiling systems to withdraw medication which was done by the patient’s primary nurse only after pharmacist order verification by interfacing through the pharmacy information system.
- Human activity was replaced by automated Dispensing Cabinets and to reduce the errors. Safe practice of automated Dispensing Cabinets was promoted by identifying the risks associated with ADCs which causes medication errors.

Impact of automation on pharmacist in a correctional health care system

- Identification of medication errors was difficult before automation because of multiple pharmacists checking orders, time requirements on order filling, and errors were corrected without feedback. After automation, there was an increase in filling errors that were detected resulting in a change of medication order processing and the number of new technicians was increased.
- Hence, it was reported that the automated system has the potential for reducing the dispensing errors. The quality of care was also improved along with reducing personnel costs because pharmacists have more time to check the patient profiles and suggest clinical interventions.

Impact of automation in an intensive care setting

Automated dose dispensing decreases all the medication errors associated with the preparation, picking, and administration of drugs in the medical intensive care units (MICU).

Figure 3. Impact of Automating Drug Dispensing System
4. WORKING PROCEDURE OF AUTOMATING DRUG DISPENSING SYSTEM

Verification of the order is done by staff pharmacists and processed by pharmacy technicians for accuracy before the implementation of the automated system. Then stock clerks arranged the items into shipping containers.

The pharmacy area was upgraded with 10 computer workstations and drug information staff were used as a profile-review room.

A pharmacist checks the patient profile and medication orders and if clinical interventions are required contacts unit care providers.

The pharmacist authorizes the order after checking, then a label was generated by the computer at 1 of 14 technician filling stations including human-readable and bar-coded patient-specific information.

Technicians kept the patient label in a suitable blister card, which was already prepacked drug label through barcoded and human-readable.

At last, the blister card was kept on a conveyor belt moving through an electronic scanner, which confirms the information encoded on the patient label similar to the pre-pack drug label about the right drug and strength.

The human-readable part of the patient-specific label consists of a patient number, patient name, drug name, directions, order run dates, prescription number, reviewing pharmacist initials prescriber, and unit of assignment. Whereas, the bar code present on the patient label encodes a patient number, patient name, quantity, prescription number, unit of assignment, and drug code.

The automatic dispensing system also carries an electronic medication error log and displays errors on the computer.

Robotic tracking eyes through the conveyor belt and confirms that the product was accurately arranged into a shipping container for the delivery. In most of the cases, the time change was 24 hours from entry into the computer of the order to the delivery of the medication.

Figure 4. Working procedure Automating Dispensing System
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5. VARIOUS STUDIES PERFORMED ON THE AUTOMATED DISPENSING SYSTEM

5.1 Requirements of Human Resources in the Manual Automated Dispensing System

Rungpetch Sakulbumrungsil et al., (2017) was described the requirements of human resources in manual automated dispensing systems. Siriraj Hospital, (Thailand) was used to collect the data. The pharmacy department was used to collect the data. Different types of models were prepared for comparison. Each model was prepared for the comparison. The final result of this study was the manual handling system needed approx. 46.86 FTEs of pharmacists and 132.6 FTEs while the ADM system required only 117.61 FTs of pharmacists. And after the modification of the ADM system requirement of pharmacists and pharmacy technicians was decreased. A proportion of human tools requirements between manual and automated dispensing systems showed that the ADM system help to decrease the workload of pharmacy technicians.21

5.2 The New Type of ADS in a Pharmacy Dispensary

This study was done to evaluate the ADS in a pharmacy. This evaluation design was based on the Before-and-after study. This study included the impact of automation on storage space for medicines; dispensing errors; efficacy of the department and staff time. The result of this study was that the automated dispensing system can use in both hospital and community pharmacy. This study concluded that the automated dispensing system has significantly increased the delivery of pharmaceutical services in large hospitals.36

5.3 Drug-Related Problem Through Automated Dispensing System

This study was performed to examine the drug-related problem in older patients who are getting the medication via automated dispensing. This study was conducted in primary care. This study was carried out in 2 groups. Patients are divided to get a medication review at the beginning of the study (that is called an intervention group) or after 6 months (called an awaiting-list group). The result of the study was that patients using ADS have a sublimate number of drug-related problems. This study concluded that overall patients with the advanced dispensing system should have an entire treatment comment by pharmacist’s and drug prescribers.37

6. INSIGHT REPORT ON THE MEDICATION SAFETY LINK TO A DRUG COMPLICATION BASED ON THE AUTOMATED DRUG DISPENSING SYSTEM

Kwint et al., analyzed the impact of pharmacist’s led-medication review upon drug-related problems (DRPs) chiefly on the older patients by getting their drugs through automated dispensing. So, beyond proper re-evaluation of the drug therapies, it promotes inappropriate drug consumption.

Methods: In primary care, there were oversee of a pragmatic randomized controlled study, whereas, the volunteers were divided into six different Dutch community pharmacies. Above 65-year age group, volunteers were provided more than five different drugs; whereby one drug should be dispensed by an automated system. At the beginning of the study, the two were categorized, i.e., intervention group which concluded those patients who were randomly localized for a medication review, and the second one i.e., waiting-list group concluded those patients who were awaited about six months for medication review independently by at least two pharmacists. The community pharmacist conferred with the patient’s general practitioner about the results of the medication review. Hence, the number of DRPs that cause the recommendation of drug changes was the primary outcome measure whereas, if there was an alter in the total number of drug changes then this outcome was related to the secondary outcomes. Thus, after the medication review in the waiting list group, the medication records were collected until six months for the estimation in the changes of the drugs.

Results: Based on age, sex, type of drug prescribed, and many drugs per patient, there are no differences in baseline about 63 patients in the intervention group and 55 patients of the waiting-list group. Thus, the mean number of DRPs per patient recommended no difference in the drug changes in between intervention and waiting-list group at the baseline. After 6 months, the number of DRPs recommending the drug change hence declined in the intervention group by 29% inconsistent with 5% of the waiting-list group. Hence, the cessation of drugs was accepted more frequently than a recommendation to add a new drug i.e., 82% vs 44%.

Outcomes: Among the volunteers, the total number of DRPs was declined simultaneously by medication review, and the medication was implemented through automated drug dispensing, all patients should undergo medication review through prescribers and pharmacists.38-39
Sinnemaki et al., studied the implementation of medication review to descend the excess use of drugs between geriatric care patients based upon automated dose dispensing service. This service was initiated where the drugs were dispensed in unit dose bags as per the administration times hence; the patient’s medication list was rectifying and conducted the prescription review.

Methods: The study was designed as per cohort with matched controls nationwide. During 2007 in Finland, >65 years old age patients were recruited in the ADD service as a study group. Thus, the factor including age, gender, area of patient’s residence, and the number of prescription drugs reimbursed should be matched with the Control patient’s requisites. The data obtained from all prescriptions reimbursed and their enrollment was extracted from the Finnish National Prescription Register, before and after the ADD service within one year, and defined about the daily doses per day for the calculation of use of the drug.

Results: In this result, about 86% of all reimbursed drugs were used including 20 drugs in the study group whereas, those drugs shown the number of chronic diseases i.e., in 20 total drugs, about 11 drugs was reduced significantly for this reason in addition six drugs exhibit cardiovascular system drugs and two drugs were coming under the hypnotics.

Outcomes: After the implementation of the ADD service, excess drug use was descended mostly in primary care including >65 years old age patients in this one-year cohort study comparable to matched controls study. Henceforth, to estimate the causality, costs, assessing the ADD service’s influence on drug use quality and also the influence of the accompanying the positive outcomes based on prescription review were studied.

Chen's et al., perceptor the characteristics and aftermath of medication complications, as being recorded by the healthcare professionals in community pharmacies and hospitals link to automated dose dispensing. As this technology inaugurated in many countries and employment of this technology was found to flourish the number of elderly populations to cope with their medication at home hence, ascend medication safety and treatment adherence.

Methods: The Dutch central medication incidents registration (CMR) (reporting system) submits the medication occurrence then selected and evaluated through two researchers independently.

Main Outcome Measures: Medication incidents discovered by an individual’s at different circumstances like the parameters of the incident from the health maintenance provider’s standpoint, aspect of medication process where the incident occurred, an incident from the patient’s perspective, the immediate cause of the incident, and at last the impact of the incident on the patient.

Results: The root cause of an incident mostly occurs for two reasons i.e., fluctuation in the medication regimen of the patient or reinstallation, and the second was infiltrating the prescription into the pharmacy information system and filed the ADD bag. The total number of incidents i.e., 15,113 were received by CMR from January 2012 to February 2013, incidents: 3,685(24.4%) obtained from community pharmacies, and incidents: 11,428 (75.6%) obtained from hospitals. Therefore, out of total incidents i.e., 268/15,113= 1.8% connecting to ADD show more incidents occur in the community pharmacies i.e., 227/3,685 than in hospitals i.e., 41/11,428.

Outcomes: The number of incidents was reported regularly mostly by community pharmacies related to the ADD involving two phases i.e., the first one was infiltrating the prescription into the pharmacy information system and filed the ADD bag where the bulk of the incidents prevailed. And these were re-installation or fluctuation in the medication regimen of the patient was a prompt cause of an incident.66-73

Larsen et al., introduced promising health-related technology i.e., automated dose dispensing that deliberate various impactful advantages like as; ascend compliance, uplift medication safety as well as improved medication understating beneficial for users.

Methods: For the analysis, 9 qualitative interviews were selected as per Danish ADD users hence; provide the framework for data analysis. Non-compliance had been classified as either conscious or unconscious was framed by the theory i.e., compliance behavior.

Results: Few of the interviews were noncompliant in different ways, more frequent types of behavior with conscious noncompliance. That’s why most of the users did not experience any changes after switching to ADD in understanding the medications. Automated dose dispensing unable to discharge the old medication from individual homeland even result in larger medication stockpiles. Before the implementation, no evidence had been reported from overall patients as estimation occurs under legislators and health professionals about the implication of switching to ADD.

Outcomes: As per complex medication regimes, automated dose dispensing neither minimize non-compliance nor provide a better medication understanding nor minimize stockpiles of old medication in user’s home. In the development and implementation of health, technologies consider a user’s voice as a compelling case between health professionals and users.74-86

7. CONCLUSION

Automated dose dispensing was introduced and utilized in various countries. Accordingly, it is of foremost significance that
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medicinal services suppliers know about this sort of occurrence to enhance automated dose dispensing in practice. This article demonstrated the execution of automated dose dispensing in the improvement of the quality of pharmacotherapy for the patient. It suggests that automatic dose dispensing inpatients should experience a medication review by prescribers and pharmacists. It focuses on the impact of a clinical medication review in patients through automatic dose dispensing. Patient meetings can open-up user-related issues that occur through this system, and determine the use of drugs. Furthermore, investigations ought to be directed to investigate the causality, evaluate the automatic drug dispensing assistance effect on drugs utilize quality and expenses, just as the effect of accompanying prescription review on effective outcomes.

Besides, the examination giving clear information about drug occurrences identified with ADD in hospitals and community pharmacies. The event occurs in two stages in the process of the medication that is going into filling the ADD bags and the pharmacy information system. A significant proposal for forestalling the reoccurrence of automatic drug dispensing related event is to perform a cross-check into the pharmacy information system on data entering. In addition, extra consideration ought to be taken during and after the migration of the patient. The examination likewise shows that users of the ADD have equal medicine taking care in addition to their automated dose-packaged medication and that automated dose dispensing makes new stores of prescription due to without using dose stacks for few automated doses dispensing patients. This article deliberates the concise overview of the automated dose dispensing system, their different types, impact, procedure for the implementation of this system, and most importantly to maintain the medication safety thorough medication review was discussed.
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